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Abstract

Our research is exploring the role that computational and analytical abilities play in innovation, in the context of engineering design education. We are applying the learning framework of adaptive expertise to focus our work and guide the research. The model of adaptive expertise has been presented as a way of thinking about how to prepare learners to flexibly respond to new learning situations, which is precisely what students are expected to do in the context of developing design solutions. We focus on “computational adaptive expertise,” which we abbreviate CADEX, since a major portion of an engineering curriculum focuses on developing analytical and computational knowledge. Yet, students often struggle with applying or transferring computational knowledge in the context of design. The current paper presents an overview of adaptive expertise and relates this concept specifically to engineering design education. In addition, the paper presents an overview of the research plan we are presently using to study CADEX in the context of a senior level biomedical engineering design course.

Introduction

Several recent reports stress that the competitive advantage of the U.S. lies in its role as a leader in technological innovation\(^1,2\). These reports make statements such as “leadership in innovation is essential to U.S. prosperity and security”\(^3\) and “innovation will be the single most important factor in determining America’s success through the 21st century”\(^1\). These reports send a resounding message that engineering education in the U.S. needs to emphasize and develop knowledge and skills that are essential to innovation in a rapidly evolving technological society. From an education standpoint, there are many factors to consider in creating an environment that fosters and develops the ability to engage in technological innovation. For example, students need to develop cognitive abilities such as technical fluency in a domain, as well as the ability to approach problems from a multidisciplinary perspective.

Our study is investigating the role that computational and analytical abilities play in innovation in the context of a conceptual framework that has recently emerged in the engineering education literature: adaptive expertise. The model of adaptive expertise has been presented as a way of thinking about how to prepare learners to flexibly respond to new learning situations. The current conception is that developing adaptive expertise requires development along two axes: innovation and efficiency\(^4\). Specifically, we are studying adaptive expertise as it applies to how one flexibly uses computational knowledge in novel situations.

We focus on “computational adaptive expertise,” which we abbreviate CADEX, since a major portion of an engineering curriculum focuses on developing analytical and computational knowledge in specific disciplinary domains. However, many engineering courses teach these topics “in the abstract,” and place less emphasis on how to adaptively use computational knowledge. That is, historically engineering curricula have been based largely on an “engineering science” model where engineering is taught only after a solid basis in mathematics and science\(^5,6\). Furthermore, engineering courses often focus on reductive thinking and “require
students to learn in unconnected pieces, separate courses whose relationship to each other and to the engineering process are not explained until later in a baccalaureate education, if ever” (p. 5).

As a first step in the research we are focused on characterizing the nature of CADEX and describing this concept in the context of previous work on adaptive expertise. Specifically, we aim to understand the type of computational knowledge that is required to develop innovative and effective solutions to design problems. We claim that this is a necessary first step in our research, which has an overarching aim to develop instructional strategies that foster the development of CADEX. That is, in simple terms, we want to identify what we are looking for before trying to measure and evaluate it.

This paper addresses our “first step.” Specifically, we provide an overview of the concept of adaptive expertise and relate the framework to engineering design education. This helps situate our work within the broader scholarship on the topics of expertise, problem solving, and innovation. Through the literature review we have also identified methods that have been effective in measuring attributes of efficiency and innovation, which we have since modified for our study. The paper also presents details on how we have modified various methods for a study we are currently conducting in the context of a senior level biomedical engineering design course.

**Theoretical Framework of Adaptive Expertise**

Schwartz, Bransford, and Sears proposed that adaptive expertise emerges from a balance between efficient use of knowledge and the innovation skills associated with accessing prior knowledge, and generating new ideas and new knowledge. This relationship is represented in Figure 1. The efficiency scale (x-axis) indicates an individual’s competence to fluently apply knowledge and skills to complete activities they have significant experience performing. Their ability to replicate their performance within various contexts improves as they gain more experience. Novices can accurately perform on only a small set of problems, so they are on the lower end of the scale. Experts have a wider range of experience and therefore solve a larger class of problems quickly and accurately.
Figure 1: Adaptive expertise as a balance between two dimensions for learning and assessment: efficiency and innovation.

The innovation scale (y-axis) indicates a process of generating new knowledge and ideas that are useful for achieving a novel and appropriate goal. New knowledge can improve on old ideas or identify completely new directions for approaching one’s goal. Therefore, part of the innovation axis relates to inquiry and self-regulating skills necessary to identify and comprehend a problem, identify what additional knowledge is necessary, and generate ideas and leverage existing knowledge to facilitate noticing of relevant information. Therefore, the innovation scale relates to the skills used to apply the knowledge along the efficiency scale to support the generation of new knowledge. It seems clear that computational facility plays a role in increased efficiency, but we suggest that it plays a role in innovation as well. We hypothesize that one of these innovation elements is the application of computational strategies. Briefly, these allow the engineer to represent vague problems in a tractable way and to gain some understanding of whether each potential solution has merit with less investment in trial and error.

Situating Computational Adaptive Expertise in Engineering Design

We claim that in order to study adaptive expertise in general, and CADEX in particular, one must situate the research in a setting that allows, in fact requires and rewards, learners to use knowledge in novel ways, i.e. to be innovative. In an engineering curriculum the most natural place for this type of innovative activity is in design courses. Therefore, we are investigating CADEX in the context of engineering design.

Design represents a particular class of problem solving that is distinguished by ambiguity, the existence of multiple solutions (as well as multiple problem representations), and a lack of procedural and declarative rules. Design is situated in real contexts, involves social processes, and involves people with different perspectives (designers, non-designers, users,
etc.) from different disciplines (within and outside of engineering) working together to solve complex technological problems that address societal as well as consumer needs.

**Situating CADEX within Current Literature on Adaptive Expertise**

Many studies have been conducted to study differences between experts and novices. For example, the literature reports that experts 1) solve problems faster and more accurately than novices,\(^{11}\) 2) have well-organized knowledge structures,\(^ {12}\) and 3) notice meaningful patterns of information and can flexibly retrieve important aspects of their knowledge with little attentional effort\(^ {13}\). The expert-novice studies have led educators to a more formal understanding of the differences in problem solving approaches and cognitive abilities between experts and novices in a variety of domains\(^ {14,15,16}\).

The concept of adaptive expertise was introduced to extend our understanding of the meaning of expertise. Hatano and Inagaki\(^ {17}\) contrasted two types of expertise: routine and adaptive. They claim, “routine experts are outstanding in speed, accuracy, and automaticity of performance but lack flexibility and adaptability to new problems”\(^ {17}\) (p. 266). Furthermore, Hatano and Oura\(^ {18}\) explained that the majority of studies on expertise “have shown that experts, who have had many years of problem-solving experiences in a given domain, can solve familiar types of problems quickly and accurately, but often fail to go beyond procedural efficiency”\(^ {18}\) (p. 28). In contrast, adaptive experts can go beyond procedural efficiency and “can be characterized by their flexibility, innovative, and creative competencies within the domain”\(^ {18}\) (p. 28).

Furthermore, the concept of adaptive expertise grew out of research focused on how individuals transfer knowledge among different learning activities, to allow for solutions to new problems. Transfer studies often produce disappointing results because, as Bransford and Schwartz\(^ {19}\) argue, they occur in settings that do not allow for testing new ideas and revising as necessary, and transfer studies too narrowly focus on measuring “replicative” (or procedural) knowledge. That is, traditional approaches to study transfer did not focus on capturing the types of knowledge individuals are capable of transferring into and out of situations, or on the types of resource that better prepare students for subsequent learning. Schwartz et al. state: “for many new situations, people do not have sufficient memories, schemas, or procedures to solve a problem, but they do have interpretations that shape how they begin to make sense of the situation”\(^ {4}\) (p. 9). That is, how one interprets new situations and how one frames a problem “has major effects on subsequent thinking and cognitive processing”\(^ {4}\) (p. 9). The focus on transfer and more specifically on the type of knowledge that gets transferred into and out of situations sets the stage for research on the concept of adaptive expertise\(^ {20}\).

The concept of adaptive expertise presents an interesting challenge to the education community. That is, if we agree that it is important for learners to develop adaptive expertise, then how might we define its meaning for particular disciplines, and also how might we provide instructional experiences to develop it? Our research is focused on the computational expertise that gets transferred into and out of innovative design tasks, as well as on investigating instructional strategies that enable learners to fluently develop these skills.
A few studies have been done within engineering education to explore the concept of adaptive expertise. Pandy et al.\textsuperscript{21} used the How People Learn (HPL) framework\textsuperscript{4} and STAR-Legacy cycle\textsuperscript{22} to develop instructional materials that focus on the development of adaptive expertise in biomechanics. In order to quantify adaptive expertise they introduced a weighted formula that includes factual knowledge, conceptual knowledge, and transfer. The rubric used for scoring responses included specific problem solving techniques such as writing equations, drawing a diagram, and correctly identifying variables. Their findings indicated that HPL approaches to instruction increased students’ conceptual knowledge and ability to transfer knowledge, as defined by the rubric.

Walker et al.\textsuperscript{23} investigated the concept of adaptive expertise in the context of an introductory engineering science course and a senior design course in biomedical engineering. They used a design scenario approach\textsuperscript{24} to evaluate students’ responses to an open-ended problem. Based on students’ responses they evaluated the quality of strategies, the quality of students’ questions, and confidence. Furthermore, they categorized the quality of strategies as the efficiency dimension of adaptive expertise and the quality of students’ questions as the innovation dimension. Their findings suggest that fourth-year students devised more efficient and innovative solutions than first-year students and over time all students became more confident.

More recently, Neeley has built on Schwartz and Bransford’s work, and developed a theory of adaptive design expertise that incorporates active, abstractive and adaptive dimensions that further articulate exactly what sort of design competencies are being employed at various levels of design expertise\textsuperscript{25}. The active dimension consists of three progressively more sophisticated design activities: re-use of existing designs, altering existing designs, or creating new designs. The abstractive dimension consists of three progressively more sophisticated levels of intellectual development: thinking in terms of the designed product, the design process, or the design paradigm itself. The adaptive dimension, in this model, is the third dimension which represents the ability to know when to design and/or think at any of the points along the other dimensions. Neeley explains, “If we consider the first two dimensions as describing a design thinking toolset, the adaptive dimension characterizes the designer’s ability to align tool with task”\textsuperscript{25} (pp.66-67). Neeley goes on to explain that the adaptive dimension means being neither committed to the same design tools that have served in the past regardless of the needs of a design problem, nor being “preoccup[ied] with creating the new”\textsuperscript{(p.67)}.

While these studies have shown promising findings with respect to developing aspects of adaptive expertise within engineering, our research focuses specifically on characterizing the nature of the transfer (or lack thereof) of computational engineering knowledge into students’ design process. The current research investigates a specific aspect of adaptive expertise (CADEX), in the context of a particular discipline (engineering design), and includes multiple perspectives from academia and industry.

**Characterizing CADEX and our Research**

Currently we take a broad view of “computational knowledge.” Specifically, we do not mean just the mechanics of calculation. Rather, CADEX likely also encompasses approaches to problem formulation, estimation, and strategies for translating the physical world into models appropriate
for engineering analysis in the context of design. To explore the nature of CADEX, our current work is investigating the following research questions:

- What is the nature of computational knowledge students bring to bear when developing design solutions?
- What is the nature of computational knowledge that faculty (or experts) consider to be important for students to utilize when developing design solutions?

In this section we present our general approach to explore the two questions provided above. Since we are trying to characterize the phenomenon that is under investigation, namely CADEX, the first phase of our research is exploratory in nature. That is, the goal is to ask both students and faculty about the nature of the computational knowledge that is important when developing design solutions. From this information we can obtain expert and novice perspectives (faculty and student, respectively) on our concept of CADEX.

Our first round of data collection is taking place in a required senior-level design course in biomedical engineering (BME). The course is being offered this winter quarter 2008 and, as is usually the case has an enrollment of approximately 70 students. Drawing on previous studies related to adaptive expertise we developed an approach that serves as a pedagogical tool as well as an assessment method for our research. Specifically, Schwartz and Martin\textsuperscript{26} describe an approach called “inventing to prepare for future learning” (IPL). In IPL, students engage in “invention” activities in which they are asked to invent procedures or models of a particular concept, theory, mathematical formula, etc. The premise of IPL is that the “value of invention activities is that they prepare students to learn” from more traditional direct instruction approaches such as lectures\textsuperscript{26} (p. 144).

Schwartz and Martin\textsuperscript{26} created what they call “invention-presentation couplets” that pair an invention activity to a direct instruction and practice presentation afterwards. For example, for an invention activity, prior to any formal instruction on the topic, Schwartz and Martin gave students different data sets about sports statistics and asked them to invent a procedure for comparing the data to determine “who has the best high jump record.” The invention activity was then followed by an instruction and practice exercise where the instructor displayed the mean deviation formula and described how it operated over small data sets.

From a pedagogical point of view, the BME design course has several educational goals that align directly with our CADEX research, and that are suited to the IPL approach. Specifically, a primary course objective is to have students apply their knowledge of engineering and biological sciences to product design. Most engineering design courses have a similar objective, however, the instructors and authors have noted (based on over 25 years of combined design teaching experience) that students often have difficulty recognizing when particular disciplinary knowledge applies, and struggle with some of the more sophisticated computational decisions that arise when developing solutions. To address these issues we have created a classroom and assessment activity modeled after the IPL approach. The overarching pedagogical goal is to better prepare students to apply computational (or disciplinary) knowledge as appropriate for their particular design project.
Details about each of the numbered steps are provided below.

1) The invention activity is given as a homework assignment. Students are asked to review a previous team’s report with a critical eye regarding the technical/computational components of the team’s work. The homework includes two invention activities. In the first, students are asked to generate a list of the technical details that all design projects (and reports) should include. In the second, students are asked to generate the factors that would make a design solution “innovative.” We also ask these same questions to faculty in order to obtain an expert perspective for comparison purposes.

2) Based on the IPL approach, these invention activities should better prepare students to benefit from the in-class discussion. During the class the instructor leads a discussion about the previous team’s report, focusing on the computational aspects of the design. The instructor presents his perspective on the essential computational features design solutions should address, and in this way is providing direct instruction related to the invention activity.

3) Students are asked to complete the same invention questions a second time in order to determine if their perspective has evolved based on the IPL couplet instructional approach. In addition, student responses are compared to faculty responses to determine if there is movement from a novice to expert perspective.

4) Student reports will be analyzed with respect to the computational details included in their designs. This helps us to determine if the knowledge from the IPL couplet gets transferred to students’ actual design project work.

As previously described, the method outlined in Figure 2 serves as an instructional approach to help us better prepare students to raise the level of the computational and disciplinary knowledge.
used in their design solutions. However, in addition, this approach enables us to collect critical data to inform our research regarding the nature of CADEX, and how this gets operationalized in the context of engineering design.

Even though we have designed our data collection to include pre and post measures, given that this part of the research is exploratory in nature, we are not focused on measuring cause-and-effect outcomes. That is, this method is not designed to prove that the IPL method “works.” Rather, this method allows us to collect data needed to better characterize CADEX, and allows us to draw comparisons 1) between faculty and students’ perspectives of CADEX and 2) about the evolution of students’ perspective on CADEX over time. Furthermore, the method in Figure 2 satisfies an instructional need of the course such that it presents a theoretically-grounded pedagogical approach for helping students develop a more sophisticated understanding of the technical and computational knowledge that is useful (and necessary) in design innovation. Finally, by examining students’ actual work product, in this case their final reports, we can determine the types of computational knowledge that gets transferred into their design solutions, and what does not.

Discussion and Future Work

The goal of this paper was to present an overview of the framework of adaptive expertise and to relate this framework to our research regarding CADEX. The framework of adaptive expertise holds promise for studying CADEX since it serves as a way of thinking about how to prepare learners to flexibly respond to new learning situations, which is precisely what students are expected to do in the context of developing design solutions. Our research focuses on “computational adaptive expertise,” since a major portion of an engineering curriculum focuses on developing analytical and computational knowledge. Yet, students often struggle with applying or transferring this knowledge in the context of design. The current paper laid the groundwork for studying this important concept and also presented a theoretically grounded approach for instruction and assessment. We are currently applying this method to study CADEX in the context of a senior level biomedical engineering design course. Future work will present findings from this study and expand upon the computational nature of developing effective and innovative design solutions.
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